FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Mobile Security Solutions Inc and Coppernic announce a new market Partnership
Bringing cutting edge technology to mobile access control
Los Angeles - 4/25/2022 — Today, Mobile Security Solutions announce the immediate availability of their
Precog software suite embedded in the Coppernic C-One2 handheld device.
This brings the best mobile hardware into the North American market aligned with the most advanced
software integrated to PACS and other enterprise databases.
“We are delighted to give integrators and users the choice to adopt the most flexible identity-based
security software within a robust and leading-edge hardware package” said Archie Galbraith, CEO at
Mobile Security Solutions.
Market Impact
Coppernic’s European customers already have access to the combination of C-One2 hardware and Precog
software as an alternative to older technologies.
This announcement makes the new product combination available to North American market. Rapid
deployment and ease of use provide an unparalleled opportunity for integrators to support their
customers mobile access control needs.
“Coppernic has a competitive advantage in North America with our existing and upcoming handheld
products. Offering Precog software to our users helps them get value from our products quickly and easily
in the areas of access control and event management” said Rob Vandervecht, Chief Marketing Officer,
Coppernic Canada.
About Mobss:
Founded in 2006, Mobile Security Solutions is the leading provider of identity-based software for mobile
access control, emergency mustering, event & visitor management and passenger controls.
More information about Mobss is available on www.mobss.technology
About Coppernic:
Coppernic designs, produces, and deploys professional-grade handheld devices for use with control and
traceability
applications
including Public
Transportation
Ticketing,
Mobile
Biometric
Identification, Mobile Access Control and the Traceability of Goods & Materials. We have successfully
deployed and supported mobile device systems ranging from 1 to over 10,000 devices in a wide variety
of markets. We provide comprehensive support packages and expertise in mobile security, data
connectivity, mobile device management and analytics.
More info about Coppernic on www.coppernic.fr
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